
Traditions and Ceremonies are an important part of Indigenous life. There are nine Tribal Nations across 

South Dakota. Each Nation is a separate entity with its own government, language-Lakota/Dakota/Nakota, 

customs and traditions. You cannot assume that what is true here, is true there. If you have a question, re-

spectfully ask! With this segment, we are trying to provide a little insight into the beauty and meaning of the 

Inikagapi Common translation: sweatlodge ceremony 

Inikagapi Literal translation: "I" power onto… "ni" life.. “kaga" create, make … "pi" they (collective) 

Inikagapi Creating the strength to live/ Making a ceremony for life 

The "sweatlodge" is one of the seven sacred rites brought to the Lakota people many generations ago by a 

woman whose name is White Buffalo Calf Woman. She brought the "peace pipe," or cannupa in the Lakota 

language, to the Lakota as a gift to use in the seven sacred rites. The sweatlodge ceremony involves building 

a domed hut comprised of sixteen bent willow branches representing the ribs of mother earth and a covering 

of blankets with an outer covering of canvas (modern materials). A pit is dug in the middle of the lodge and 

an opening is made to the west or east. This opening is covered by a canvas making a door that opens easily 

by the doorkeeper. Six yards away from the door is the fire pit where stones the size of footballs are heated 

red. These stones are brought into the lodge and the door is closed then water is sprinkled on the stones to 

create a steam heat, like a sauna bath. Inside the lodge we can imagine we are in the womb of mother earth. 

The matriarchal society way of the Lakota is displayed in actuality for the participant to begin the learning of 

the respect for intimacy in a community. 

The sweatlodge is likened to that of a Spirit School for the campers at the Tiwahe Wicoti camp. We learn of 

the four ways of the Oyate Spiritual Life: 

The sacred peace pipe is used in the ritual of the sweatlodge. A pipe filling song is sung as we bless the pipe, 

filling it with herbal blends of tobacco, acknowledging and dedicating the tobacco to seven directions: west, 

north, east, south, the sky, to the earth, and all around the universe. We remember to tell our youth that if 

one uses tobacco outside of ceremony, that is abuse of tobacco. Use tobacco only in ceremony making to-

bacco bundles for prayer offerings, offering tobacco to the Fire, the Stones, those who have gone to the spirit 

world before us, those yet to be born, and for ourselves and families.   

We close the Inipi door four times; 

First time: The helpers bring in the pipe first then brings seven 

stones one at a time as the person running the ceremony touch-

es a cannupa on each of the first seven stones and sprinkles ce-

dar on each of the seven. Then the pipe is returned to the rack 

and the rest of the stones are brought in. (Sometimes the per-

son running the lodge uses a number of stones for each of the 

four times the door is opened.) The door flap is closed. We sing 

the "directions song" "acknowledging the Grandfather song" "acknowledging the cannupa song" A bucket of 
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We close the Inipi door four times; 

First time: The helpers bring in the pipe first then brings seven stones one at a time as the person running 

the ceremony touches a cannupa on each of the first seven stones and sprinkles cedar on each of the seven. 

Then the pipe is returned to the rack and the rest of the stones are brought in. (Sometimes the person run-

ning the lodge uses a number of stones for each of the four times the door is opened.) The door flap is 

closed. We sing the "directions song" "acknowledging the Grandfather song" "acknowledging the cannupa 

song" A bucket of water with a dipper is brought in to pour on the stones and cause a steam filled lodge. 

Second time: Prayers are said all the way around or songs are sung. Some people tell particular reason: 

somebody's sickness, prayers for help, prayers for self, or other reasons. Some people come to pray for a 

family's loss, for somebody who just died. The main reason for the ceremony is for ultimate intimacy, re-

spect, prayer and trust. Some people tell the reason for their prayer tie offerings hanging at the center. 

Third time: The cannupa is brought in. Pipe songs are sung. When the door is opened we smoke the cannu-

pa. 

Fourth time: We sing for the spirit to return to the seven directions. A gratitude song is sung. 

We come out of the lodge, stay in line turning to stand waiting at each end, and shake hands down the line. 


